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Abstract 

The present article makes a study of the Paris agreement and the sound principle 
of common but differentiated responsibility and tries to provide a discussion that 
how the developing nation will be benefited from such principle. Paris agreement 
is different from any previous international documents on the goal of climate 
change including the main convention of 1992 in the name of United Nations 
framework Convention on climate change and subsequently 1997 Kyoto protocol. 
The present article analyses the situation of the countries and provides efficacy 
of the principle common but differentiated responsibility to meet with the goal of 
climate change. 
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I. Introduction 

The Paris agreement2 got signed by 187 countries and came into effect from 4 
November 2016.3 This Paris agreement is in continuation of the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and will be working on 
focusing the issues connected with changing climate4 conditions.5 The purpose of 
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this agreement is to inform all the nation that the risk which is associated with the 
climate change and global warming6 in the 21st century and how to control the 
global warming7.  Section 1 of the Article 2 of this agreement clearly states that 
there should be minimum revision of the rise of temperature.8 The agreement has 
another unique feature that it enables the state to be more fit for combating the 
climate change issues.9 The agreement had the proposal to provide proper 
financial support to combat this global warming10 issue, similarly, to improve the 
technology and develop the capacity building structure.11 

The Paris agreement makes such provisions by which the obligation will be 
binding in nature for proper enforcement.12 The agreement more emphasis on the 
common but differentiated responsibility and capacity building.13 In the first part 
of this article introduction to the Paris agreement will be discussed. In the second 
part of the article there will be discussion on the common but differentiated 
responsibility. The present article will focus on the inception of the international 
climate framework principle and how it has been inserted in the international 
instruments The article will also focus on how the principles of may change has 
been inserted in the Paris agreement. The article is trying to focus on the principle 
of the Paris agreement and also the earlier documents on the same issue that which 
one is the best to be followed. Accordingly, the article asserts that the previous 
framework for combating climate change issue was not sufficient and needs 
property nothing so that countries complaints can be established well. 
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II. Understanding the Paris Agreement 

It is true that the nations are quite serious nowadays to combat the global warming 
because of climate change and therefore they have enacted national laws so 
address this crisis as per the UNFCCC.14 It seems Paris agreement comes in a 
difference folder than any of the previous international instruments dealing with 
and climate change issues. The agreement is not providing any stringent 
application of this provision rather flexible but there are provisions which are not 
taxable and accordingly the agreement provides a balance between the two. 
Therefore, the different countries established different strategies for combating 
climate change issues.15 The signatories to the Paris agreement made it very clear 
that they will implement the mandates through the national laws. The fundamental 
principles of the Paris agreement to be implemented by all the nations without the 
flexibility but other principles are to be followed as per the need of the respective 
nations so there is a difference from the Kyoto protocol, because the emission 
reduction was applicable only to develop nation.16 

It is also true that the obligations mentioned under the agreement was running 
binding force because of superpower countries the obligations to meet with the 
climate change became flexible. The countries will be failing to meet with the 
obligation of the agreement no sanction or remedial measures under the 
agreement has been mentioned. It is important to mention here that there is a 
transparency mechanism mentioned under Articles 13 and 15 of the agreement 
that the compliance mechanism directed by the states will have to submit the 
progress report in consonance with global standard.17 The financially weak nation 
will be given support of the finance by the developed nations who are parties to 
the agreement.18 The global investment will be placed in the climate finance and 
being utilised for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in various countries. 
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The Paris the agreement works more on procedural part than that of substantive 
issues. The common but differentiated responsibility is one of the sound 
principles available under this Paris agreement.19 The article discusses on this 
principle in its next part. 

 

 III. A Study of the Principle Relating to “Common but Differentiated 
Responsibility” 

The principle of differentiated responsibility is based on the principle of equity 
that the states will have common goal to reduce the greenhouse gas emission but 
the threshold of reducing the greenhouse gas will be depending on the capabilities 
of the respective states.20 The second world conference on climate change in the 
year 1993 introduced this in 20 principle of common but differentiated 
responsibility and the same is also found under principle 7 of the Rio declaration 
of 1992. The same principle has found its place in many international instruments 
including under the world trade organisation.21 

The 1992 United Nations framework Convention on climate change mentions the 
climate change and global warming as a common concern.22 With regard to earth 
and outer space the expression 'common concern' has been used heavily in 
environmental conservation policy.23 Common heritage of the mankind and 
common concern, both are different. Common right over the property is the main 
objective of common heritage of the mankind, whereas common goal to meet with 
the target by all the nations is common concern.24 Since climate change affects all 
the nations, therefore, the common concern demands cooperation among the 
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states. Because of inequalities prevailing among the nations in terms of finance 
and resources, therefore, the new principle has been developed in the name of 
'common but differentiated responsibility and respective abilities and 
capabilities'. The individual nation will have same obligation, but the 
implementation will depend upon their respective ability is the main concern of 
'individual responsibility' and 'common concern'.25 

The article 3 of the United Nations framework Convention on climate change for 
the first time introduced the principle of differentiated responsibility.26 Later on, 
the same principle was directed in the year 1997 in Kyoto protocol and in 2009 in 
Copenhagen Accord.27 Generally, there will be seen obligation for all the 
signatory countries, this is the principle which is different from the same practice. 

There reflects the same principle in other international instruments favouring 
deviation from the same obligation of the state.28 The scholars are bit confused 
about the principle's application and its content, though the principle has found its 
place in many international instruments dealing with climate change.29 
Accordingly, the principle needs proper interpretation. It seems that the difference 
of understanding about this principle between developed and developing nation's 
mind set up. Thus, the meaning of differentiated responsibilities has been 
understood differently.30 

The past emissions report of the countries including history of industrialisation 
should be considered with regard to the imposing burden as stated by developing 
countries.31 Therefore, the Industrial Revolution faced by the developed nation 
are having more responsibilities under climate change because they have 
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progressed at the cost of global environment.32 The United States have given the 
expression responsibility based on the ability of various countries. The principle 
of differentiated responsibilities is having economic understanding that is 
advanced by developed countries.33 Accordingly, the ability of the nation on the 
industrialised policy will decide that what sort of obligation towards climate 
change the concerned nation should have. Therefore, the interpretation of the 
principle between the developed nation and developing nation morphs the basic 
understanding of the principle from one place to another. Many countries taking 
that the interpretation given by the developed country is more oriented towards 
achieving good result, but the Paris agreement worked on balancing the views 
from both the sides.34 

The different international instruments have given different interpretation and 
meaning of this principle and from different interpretation provided by different 
countries The Montréal protocol of 1987, for instance, has provided different for 
developed and developing nations.35 A different annex has been prepared by the 
United Nations framework Convention on climate change based on the different 
obligation and capabilities of various nations.36 At the same time the emission 
restriction has been provided differently to different countries listed in annex I 
and at the Kyoto protocol.37 Regarding compliance timelines, enforcement and 
consequence of non-compliance there are differences between United Nations 
framework Convention on climate change and Kyoto protocol. This inequality in 
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application by different countries has been found mainly because of no proper 
interpretation available in the relevant primary international legal instrument.38 

The Paris agreement is different in its working capabilities because of the fact that 
it can learn from the experience and mould the principle of differentiated 
responsibility.39 The agreement moves out from the working pattern of Kyoto 
protocol and provides a comprehensive mechanism for its working pattern.40 Self-
differentiation41 is one of the important expressions, this can be found only under 
Paris agreement. This principle allows the nation to adopt its own policy how to 
reduce the greenhouse gas emission depending on its capabilities.42 Therefore, the 
agreement gives liberty to the countries to decide that how the obligation to fulfil 
and classification of different countries will be done. The principle of self-
differentiation allows the countries to take steps in the entire field of climate 
change, technology transfer and enhancement of capabilities.43 The principle of 
equality, sustainable development, et cetera have been widely accepted under the 
Paris agreement.44 

It is very innovative that the Paris agreement has conducted with his other 
principles of other relevant international environmental law documents. the 
principle of constructively provides objective for mediation, adaptation, finance, 
technology, capacity building and transparency making the agreement feasible for 
implementation.45 The article discusses other relevant parts of the agreement in 
the next phase. 
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IV. Mitigation 

The Paris agreement works on nationally determined contributions.46 One nation 
with the help of self-differentiation to fix its own obligation and timeline than that 
of other state parties. The provision of mitigation do not allow the principle of 
self-differentiation to be followed by the state parties.47 Under the Paris agreement 
the state parties are having obligation to report to the international platform about 
meeting with the duty of obligation.48 The principles such as sustainable 
development, precautionary principle example of soft laws and accordingly, the 
Paris agreement considered has guideline rather binding in nature.49 Though, the 
Paris agreement gives flexibility to meet with the differentiated responsibilities, 
hence, slight deviation from the original thinking.50 The developing countries, for 
example, can inform about the reduction of greenhouse gas emission depending 
on the circumstances of the conservation. Which means, they are slowly the 
agreement they fall under the provisions of primary document of UNFCCC. The 
agreement can be implemented provided the self-differentiation is adopted by the 
countries.51 Therefore, the common ground of mitigation is that the greenhouse 
gas emission should be reduced but to what extent it should be reduced there is 
flexibility. 

 

V. Monetary Support 

The economic responsibility is also different in different countries, primarily 
between developed and developing nations. The Paris agreement makes a 
statement that financial support to the providing from the developed nation 
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towards developing nation.52 It is presumed that for developing nation it is not 
possible to meet with the goals of climate change because the burden of financing 
the entire project is shouldered by few developed nations who are financially very 
strong.53 There is a view that the developed nations have started the program for 
climate financing, where the international investment will be done and will meet 
with the goal of climate change.54 It is because the developed nations are capable 
of financing the project to meet with the goal of climate change.55 There is 
flexibility for the developing nation to contribute to the climate financing fund.56 
The Katowice conference of the United Nations provides further mechanism to 
provide financial support to developing countries. The funding available in the 
climate financing is basically to help the developing nations to meet with the goal 
of climate change.57 

 

VI. Transparency and Accountability 

For climate change the transparency mechanism is the fundamental aspect to be 
followed.58 This allows free flow of data and between the developed and 
developing nations and that encourages nations to fulfil the goals of climate 
change.59 It is fixed that every after five years the nations will be the determining 
their own obligation that how far they have fulfil to reach the goal of climate 
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change.60 The common but differentiated responsibility can best be understood 
through the transparency mechanism that how the developed and developing 
nations have taken steps to meet with the goal of climate change.61 The review of 
the data to be submitted in every interval is one of the necessary requirement 
under the transparency mechanism.62 The developing countries can mould their 
responsibility as per the mandates of the agreement and also as per the 
requirement of UNFCCC.63 

It is interesting to note here that under the Paris agreement there are no annexes 
which defines that who are the developed and developing nations.64 This is 
surprising that those who drafted the Paris agreement did not pay any attention to 
category and classification of the developed and developing nations.65 

 

VII. Conclusion 

The origin of Paris agreement is depending on the previous international 
instruments dealing goals of climate change. The researchers consider that the 
right time there was emergence of Paris agreement and that was the need of the 
hour to put things in flexible as well as in binding in nature. The very ecosystem 
is highly threatened now because of climate change issues and global warming. 
There is enhancement of the global mean temperature, and all the countries are 
facing hardship of this. The competition between and the nations are so high in 
terms of showing who is the progress one that such progress is being done at the 
cost of environmental resources. Therefore, the Paris agreement and in particular 
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the principle of differentiated responsibilities with the flexible nature of the nation 
stands towards the goal of climate change will play vital role in achieving such 
goals. The Paris agreement also works on categorisation of countries based on 
their capabilities, which seems to be a bit complicated. When the principle of 
differentiated responsibility is not applicable in a uniform manner, the 
implementation in a uniform way is also difficult. The mitigation aspect as 
mentioned under Paris agreement and also regarding the emission reduction 
policy, there are unwillingness to implement such goals have been found because 
of flexible nature of its obligation. Now, it is applicable to both developed and 
developing nations to reduce the greenhouse gas emission to a considerable level 
to save the earth from the global mean temperature enhancement. 

 

 

 

 

 


